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A B S T R A C T 

This is study of Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-period-Earth by means of the specific knowledge of the Greek word Pan with implied sense of 

All/Entire/Whole. No wonder, Pan alone counts on the Vedic Universe of OMLAR (Ocean, Mountain, Land, Atmosphere, Rock) giving rise to the irrevocable 

four Pans’ Panthalassa, Pantheism, Pangaea and Pangenesis. Also, it accounts for all continental Geographies / Humans / Creatures for Proximity Series in 

research lookout. Proximity Series’ insight is escalated viewing from all-inclusive-breathed-out Vedic Knowledge elevating Earth as Super Vedic Conceptacle 

(SVC) bringing into play exponential power of Pan for material comprehension.  

Overall, the crux of matter is four Pans being invokers of SVC which functions as the many-one relationship between Pan’s domain of above four irrevocables 

and OMLAR-codomain.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Human knowledge has become ripe with the accredited irrevocable four of the Panthalassa, Pangaea, Pangenesis and Pantheism. The powerfulness of 

four Ps vide four Pans for fulfillment of the obligations of the SVC is clear-cut. The specified obligations are, firstly in the continental land of creative 

design Pangaea , secondly, in the Sustainability of Life’s Movement across Inhabitants by Pangenesis, thirdly in Practice of Vedic Awareness 

prescriptions of  Pantheism and fourthly in the SVC-Conscience-Reality of  Panthalassa .  

In an equalization mode of representative interpretations, it appears as seen hereunder. 

 The Continental Design or Continental Land    =   The Pangaea 

 The Sustainability of Life’s Movement across Inhabitants   = The Pangenesis 

 The SVC-Conscience-Reality = The Panthalassa.  

 The Practice of Vedic Awareness’s prescriptions = The Pantheism  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.SVC’s Pans Four channelization 
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2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS  

When pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on Vedic-period-earth is a case-study-function of PANs being the domain to the 

OMLAR codomain, the reverse is also true such that the OMLAR can be the domain to the PANs codomain and both do substantiate that the PANs and 

the OMLAR are two sides of the same coin SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle).  

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

 Why should Oceans make the mankind feel for specific Universal Phenomena out of their moral range? 

 What to call and how the coexistence of Ocean and Mountain whose natures with dimensions and directions are totally opposite be 

appreciated by the mankind?  

 Are they non-interactive and/or interactive unique material elements or compounds or elemental compounds or compoundable elements?   

 If so, as stated in (3) just above, why & how, such ones felt necessary for the formation of the Vedic Universe Creation with an all pervading 

Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) of our Earth?  

 Do all of the above questions or any one or simply none leak the clue to the existence of only one SVC such as our Earth or else, are there 

several SVCs beyond the Vedic Universe known to current knowledge seekers?  

4. RESEARCH BANE  

 The search for the conduct of the order or the manner in which the osculating plane of the SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle) became 

expansive with expansionism as its orientation. 

 The search for the conduct of the order or the manner in the virtues of the geologically potential Vedic stimulations between Ocean and 

Mountain (OM) on one hand and Mountain and Land (ML) , Land and Atmosphere(LA), Atmosphere and Rock (AR)  on the other hand. 

 The search for locating or attempting to locate the Vedic bridges connecting Land with Ocean, Mountain with Land, Ocean with Mountain 

and Atmosphere with all these including Rock  

 The search for the supportive grounds in order to prove mismatching between Vedic perspectives and modern times on the Vedic-period-

Earth inhabited by 8400000 varieties of SVC-species designed, bio-mechanized for movements and let go scot-free by the SVC for living a 

full circle of zest of life-period via the triadic-medium of Vedic soil / ocean/ air . 

 The search for fault-finding with the confirmed eternal credibility of Vedic value perfected System such as the SVC / OMLAR/ Scripting 

four Vedas from Veda breathed forth for reorganization of Vedic Knowledge / certification to Atharva Veda by the Almighties of  Para-

Meshwar Himself and Para-Meshwari Herself / Vedic-believer-philosophies dependent upon the direct descendants like  Shankaracharya, 

Ramanujacharya / Madhwaacharya . 

 The search which is called a futile exercise beginning from suggestive to persuasive to compelling to ending with enforcement of a half-

hearted academic-ritual-bound rigmarole stamp on Theory and Practice of the Vedas is an attempt of late in support of the idea of a 

contradictory life or Living Theory independent of Vedic Universe Faculty belief culminating into a make-believe man-made-all-rubber-

Universe.     

5. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE  

This Paper has got its objective framed after imbibing the subjectivity of the made-to-avail association of each one of the OMLAR very much with at 

least one or more or all of the four Pans. This facilitates the task-on-hand of objectification to investigate-studying in a lively manner the plain, direct 

and effective inter-functional-relatedness’s horizon and infinite scope. Also, minding at the same moment that one of the two pairs, i.e., the OMLAR 

and the Pans could become the domain while the other one turns out to be the would-be codomain and/or vice-versa promoted objectivity’s rational. 

Finally, able to embark on the sensible objective for the Paper in terms of the two dimensions of intersection as well as union in mutually associated-

relatedness of  the OMLAR with the Pans or of the Pans with the OMLAR. 

6. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE  

The pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on the Vedic-period-earth are    invoked by the exponential power of P. There exist four 

such Ps present in four different Pans simultaneously to begin with by the researcher’s observed feelings of wonderment. Also, in the Greek language, 

Pan means all/entire/whole while in the current modern English counterpart, it implies the union of all branches of a group or clearly the component 
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parts. The Pans are qualitatively and quantitatively uplifted and upgraded themselves for the entirety/wholeness/all/all-in-one non-negotiability, 

namely, the Panthalassa, Pangaea, Pangenesis and Pantheism capping the OMLAR generated by the Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC).  

7. JUSTIFICATION OF RESEARCH  

Following the maxim of the 'lion’s backward glance', justification of research runs as read below.  

This public and popular maxim of saying lion’s backward glance has been embedded in the famous archived and treasured ancient Vedic texts of 

administration of justice/ rules/ technique / judgment.   It is applied when one casts a retrospective glance at what he has left behind, while at the same 

time he is proceeding, just as the lion, while going onward in search of prey, now and then bends his neck backwards to see if anything be within his 

reach. In other words, the animal lion which is the King of Forest exerts a backward look with the aid of mentality implying that when lions are on 

searching job for a prey, they have to cowl lengthy and quick degrees of woodland areas/ distances and so, each now and then, they bend neck to seem 

backwards in the wooded area to verify the availability/ presence of a prey inside their rapid attain to satiate hunger.  

So, through the Vedic feel of the Knowledge of Vedic-period-Earth, the Africa-India proximity soldered as the multi-dimensional pre-historic intra-

continental proximity importable series has been considered a dynamic and potential feasible researching foresight to differentiate beforehand from an 

aftermath called the Optimal Research Series!  

Having already dealt with Vedic-period-Earth’s Vedic Corridors of Vedic Missiology along with the German Professor Alfred Wegener’s Pro-

Universals in my previous published works and following the maxim of the 'lion’s backward glance' explained above, I closed in on the Vedic-period-

Earth’s functionality in terms of the Pans-domain &OMLAR-codomain for highlighting now.  

As such, through this space taking in cognizance the ancient situation of proximity, hidden series of plurality in nature are detected by me in 

diversification of their prevalence. It is very much indeed needed to blending them with the modern open and distant leanings for World’s realization 

globally and constitutes a justification in research to be described as the Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic Period Earth like the Divine Family 

Vasudaivakutumbakam’s Antiquarianism &HistoireTotale. This is exactly my way to look at a feasible Research Proposal to differentiate beforehand 

from an aftermath called the Optimal Research Series! The above is a well-known comparative proverb of one casting a retrospective glance at what 

has been left in the back of besides stopping going in addition to proceed in a preferred path like lions.  

8. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY / METHOD/ HYPOTHESIS RESEARCH TECHNIQUE (HRT)   

Simply put, research is the pursuit of knowledge. For educated people, research is a methodical and scientific search for information. It is, above all, a 

form of scientific inquiry into the study of iterative, if necessary, even bisection and triple the so-called indelible definitions as well as eternal concepts. 

Based on these premises, I increased my efforts to search my brain for new items of research that did not exist in my record of thinking about the 

Africa-India neighborhood. It encouraged me to move from the familiar to the unfamiliar with an open mind in my archives to find previously unknown 

information. Because of this, I came across search activity and search yield to verify something through repeated analogy and comparison. As a result, 

I've done hypothetical work in the technical sense below. Like common research techniques, common research methods will constitute creative 

information solutions from human thoughts’ analysis and synthesis natural processes pressed into work with will power of forced concentrational might 

to construct new dimensions.    

The word hypothesis is derived from two Greek roots, and it can be either a brilliant guess about the outcome of a research proposal or a leap into the 

unknown. Hypo means some sort of sub-statements, as it is the presumed statement of a proposition. The solution to a problem is the thesis, which the 

investigation aims to demonstrate within a particular context. It might be noted that a hypothesis can come from personal experience, historical data, 

observations, expert discussions, cultural values, folklore, intuition, dreams, the sixth sense, unconsciousness, or even a coma condition like sleep 

walking and/or nightmare dreaming! However, it ought to come up as naturally as possible in the discourses of research ideas in the Africa Area 

Studies. Various logical steps encompass several logical endeavors.  

9. LITERATURE RANGE FROM VEDIC ETHICS TO MIND POWER SURVEY 

9.1. Vedic Cosmology and Ethics  

Bodewitz, H. (2019). Foreword. In Vedic Cosmology and Ethics, Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill.  

The author Henk taught Sanskrit and Vedic religion the University of Leiden. Aṭṭahāsa reverberated through academic meetings and in formal 

gatherings when Henk performed. And just as in the case of his divine counterpart Śiva Aṭṭahāsa, this laughing occasionally has a sardonic ring. 

Meetings with Henk Bodewitz are clear of tedium and this unique quality has brightened up academic events that were anything but frivolous. The 

daily evening and morning offering (Agnihotra) according to the Brāhmaṇas established Law of Vedic Theory and Practice in the field of the Vedic 

Brāhmaṇaism.. Henk Bodewitz’ interest shifted in later years from Vedic cosmology to ethics with Vedic virtues and merits, Knowledge is the 

contribution of the Brahmán, which is only actualized under exceptional circumstances, when something goes wrong.  
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9.2. Pantheism in Vedic literature  

Indianetzone. (2011, March 12). Pantheism in vedic literature. IndiaNetzone. Retrieved January 11, 2023,  

Pantheism in Vedic Literature is traceable to Rig Veda and that gathers force all the way down the stream of Hindu literature. The theme of Pantheism 

is also found in the Upanishads, the great epic poems and in the Puranas. The Vedic creed upon this subject is simplified into a conviction in the unity 

of all existing beings. The belief of Pantheism advocates that Universe and God are identical. Pantheism is one of the major themes of the philosophy of 

Advaita. Pantheism is a philosophical concept. Pantheism is a prehistoric notion. The concept of an underlying order to the cosmos is found in the 

Vedas. Throughout the Vedas many names associated with pantheistic forces like hiranya-garbha, narayana and the phrase tattvamasi. The Vedas are 

concluded with the concept of Brahman which becomes the supreme principle from which everything originated and were maintained. Pantheism in 

Vedic Literature is the one of the major underlying principles of it. Pantheism is one of the fundamental doctrines of Hindu teachings  

9. 3. Power of Mind as per Vedas  

<Publisher Global Hinduism. wordpress.com> 

The Mind has the power of creating or undoing the whole universe in the twinkling of an eye. Slay this mind through Vichara (enquiry), destruction of 

Vasanas and control of its fluctuation. The power of the mind is indescribable and unimaginable. The greatest Siddhis and Riddhis are all the effects of 

the working of the highly purified mind. Terrific powers and psychic abilities are the expressions of the mind when it nears the All-powerful 

Consciousness which is the very existence of Power itself. There are beautiful stories in the Yogavasishtha which illustrate the existence of the dreadful 

powers of the mind. Mind is a crude form of the Chit aspect of the Reality.  

10. OMLAR & FOUR PANS MUTUAL CORRESPONDENTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Many-one functional relationships between OMLAR & Four Pans 

The correspondence between the OMLAR and the Four PANS can be explained as that of between the milk and buttermilk. A drop of buttermilk in a 

glass of milk forms curds which is neither milk nor butter. On churning the curds mixed with water, real butter could be taken out. After butter 

extraction, the residual is the new and fresh buttermilk in plenty.  

From above example, the OMLAR and the four PANS on thorough examination for inter-connected activities, disclose the following mutual 

correspondences.  

Firstly, the O (Ocean) & R (Rock) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Panthalassa which is stated to be the primitive Ocean hoisted 

on the rocky-basined-leak-proof Earth, first of its kind of Vedic creations by the SVC.  

Secondly, the M (Mountain) with the L & R (Land and Rock) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Pangaea which is stated to be the 

singleton Super Continent on the Earth, first of its kind of Vedic creations by the SVC.  
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Thirdly, the L (Land) and the A (Atmosphere, i.e., compound of river-flow of drinking water for living species of life movement enabled on land 

whether belonging to human type / animal kingdom, oxygenated air circulation, white-warm-Sunlight for visibility with climatic bushy/dwarf greenery 

& plant-lets) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Pangenesis on the Rocky Earth, first of its kind of conceptualization in 

comprehension of the Vedic SVC.  

Fourthly, the OMLAR as the All/Entirely/Wholly without predecessor in title from among humans / animals since the beginning of Vedic time till the 

current time, Pantheism came into vogue enforcing Vedic Value that has been invariably trusted that our Earth is a celestial body / SVC but not man-

made like the Universe / Cosmos / other celestial bodies in reality being synonymous with an immanent creator deity, say Supermom-Goddess / 

Superdad God.  

11. PANGAEA AND PANGENESIS COMBINED STUDY  

Let us note from the life-span of Charles Darwin, i.e.1809 to 1882 and that of Alfred Wegener, i.e. 1880 to 1930, respectively, that the knowledge of 

Darwin’s Theory of Pangenesis was available to Alfred Wegener by the time he came out with his hypothetical Pangaea. So, chronologically speaking, 

one can say that the Pangenesis was the senior theory while Pangaea was a junior theory. Both theories had made their receptive authors proud of 

individual achievement and accomplishment in academic world of Hall of Fame with honors during different periods of scientific history, i.e., Darwin 

was mid-19th century Scientist while Alfred Wegener was the following 20th century Scientist without any qualms about the availability of knowledge 

of Pangenesis from its author Darwin to Alfred Wegener’s knowledge of Pangaea to read, chew and digest by Alfred Wegener. Also, observations seen 

below are to explain for communality and commonality passions of both scientists of those scientific temperaments and days. 

 Darwin’s Pangenesis/ (Pan) Genesis // (Whole) Birth // Earth’s living species’ Heredity/Genetics  

 Alfred Wegener = Pangaea = (Pan) Gaea = (Whole) Land = Earth’s continents of land masses 

The above are the commonality while the intrinsic aspect of communality is that both Scientists in Biology and Geology were well-versed in Geo-

biology knowledge of the whole Earth in their scientific perception alike while hailing from the Christian Church beliefs of those influential nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries. So, the World affairs have had a footprint based on Alfred Wegener’s Pangaea & Charles Darwin’s Pangenesis. 

Now, it is fruitful issue for the purpose of Pangenesis and Pangaea of Darwin and Alfred Wegener, respectively, at a glance to indicate that the central 

idea of both the Genesis and Gaea was real-time concern about the original creation of Earth with earthly values of Continents and Living Species in 

consonance with each other in Creation / Mother Nature. Holding unto themselves the secrets of Omniscience, Pangaea and Pangenesis stand exposed 

by these thesising-Scientists with reasonable clarity and brought into open for all of us mattering as the then future generations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Darwin said that the evolution is about all the species due to observable differences /variations/ characteristics in individuals within a species and with 

passage of time the original population would change with a value for survival. Remember the popular adage “Survival of the Fittest” in the Darwin 

context. So, according to Darwin, variation is essential and its inheritance mechanism (called heredity/genetics) is important for evolution. Alfred 

Wegener’s twin aspects of continents and their drift, were explained as owing to one parental Super continent of Pangaea having reproduced two of 

Gondwanaland and Laurasia and which further reproduced the ultimate six continents of today with all of them subject to an intrinsic drifting 

phenomenon moving apart from one another and which is again confirmed by the terrestrial flora and fauna fossils of the dead ones as well as 

similarities in the heredity characteristics of living mammals /animals on the lands of the drifted continents. Thus, there is the point of inter-

connectedness through Pangenesis & Pangaea theories.  

It makes sense by assimilating to the body of above matters that it takes cue from Pangenesis of Darwin to treat the crux of the Super Continent of 

Pangaea by Alfred Wegener on the Earth with the OMLAR. Darwin’s Pangenesis laid emphasis on Evolution and its relation to Genetics of animate 

objects. On the contrary, Alfred Wegener’s Pangaea laid emphasis on the only one Super Continent on the Earth and its disappearance after 

reproduction of six continents delivered and drifted on the Atlas as seen today by all of us as vigilant observers but let us not forget that continents (land 

masses) are inanimate objects. Thus, evolution of life on Earth through species was the concern of Darwin while that of the whole Earth per se through 

drifting continents was the concern of Alfred Wegener, obviously. Species are moving showing their movements’ long distances while Continents also 

do so showing their movements called drifting. 
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12. PANTHEISM & PANTHALASSA COMBINED STUDY  

Pantheism is the view that God is all, God is anything, God is nothing/zero and all is God. Pantheism is similar to polytheism implying belief in 

variously several gods but beyond polytheism it prescribes that all is God. Trees are gods, stones are gods, animals are gods, the sky is a god, the sun is 

a god and you are a god. Pantheism is the practice of many cults and pseudo-religions, various integrative, united, understanding, co-operative, 

unification and broad-mindedly accommodating cults of worshipers of Mother Nature with reverence to a Father God.   

The Greek word Pangaea means all the Earth and Panthalassa means all the water. According to Alfred Wegener, all the continents formed a single 

landmass surrounded by a mega-ocean. The supercontinent has been named Pangaea and the mega water is named Panthalassa.  

 Alfred Wegener = Pangaea = (Pan) Gaea = (Whole) Land = Earth’s continents of land masses  

Alfred Wegener’s mind-boggling clue of existence of a singleton Super Continent came from his inherited knowledge of a Jig-Saw-Fit between the cut-

edges of Africa and South-America map/atlas viewed by him in a Library in Germany. This means his mental insight was given a practical twist to 

interpret to the World the origins of Ocean & Continents which are not man-made yet the manner in which the geo-creation by God prevails. Hence 

Pantheism. Pantheism has multiple dimensions meaning different things to different people.   

Here, I would like to give my own researched Jig-Saw-Fit analogy calling it Lord Ganesha Super Continent as observed by me from the same map-

diagram given in Alfred Wegener’s Book on Origins of Oceans and Continents. That particular map-diagram is very much a true view of Jig-Saw-Fit 

with edges-drawn-lines resembling the shape of Lord Ganesha in frontal view as experienced by my mental insight akin to that of Alfred Wegener 

instantaneously.  

Let me present here firstly a traditional dovotee’s picturization of Lord Ganesha which Indian devotees come across regularly and routinely to be 

familiar with the outlines of mental visualization of Ganesha for illustration-sake.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.Outlines of Lord Ganesha in view to compare with the formation of the Supercontinent 

Needless to mention that Indians celebrate Ganesh (Vinayak) Chathurdhi annually and it requires no introduction and elaboration since everybody 

knows the story of birth of Lord Ganesha in India. Now, see below and make use of your mental insight as to appearance of Lord Ganesha as a reader 

of this Research Paper. This is labeled in the below figures as Pangaea as Ganesh Pantheism (Left: Original Black and white of Alfred Wegener & 

Right: My colored Ganesha depictionsource:https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAA 

QBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Fig. The Origin of Continents and Oceans 

https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAA%20QBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1
https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAA%20QBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1
https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAA%20QBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1
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source: <https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1> 

The Meaning of Ganesh is the energy that is the reason for this universe. It is the energy from which everything manifests and into which everything 

will dissolve. Gan means group. A universe is a group of atoms and different energies. This universe would be in chaos if there was no supreme law 

governing these diverse groups of entities.The Lord of all these groups of atoms and energies is Ganesha. He is the supreme consciousness that 

pervades all and brings order to this universe. Beyond thought, beyond expression and eternal is the Essence of Lord Ganesha brought out beautifully in 

the figures. Ganesha, the elephant-headed God travels on something as small as a mouse leading to the ultimate knowledge represented by Ganesha! 

Let us keep the deep symbolism in mind as we experience the form of the elephant God in the above figures. This is the wisdom we should carry as 

beware of Ganesha very much within us. Though Ganesha is worshiped as the elephant-headed God form as seen in the figures, the form symbolizes 

the qualities of the Divine. Ganesha is one of the easiest to identify since he is depicted with a human body and an elephant head (see second figure), 

He is the son of Shiva, though not biologically but created out of clay collected by the Goddess from her unbathed body. Hence the Pangaea context 

which is followed by Pantheism context of Ganesha's body is representative of the physical super continent. As he rides his upon the back of giant rat 

known as the Kroncha so is the KronchaDvipa or the Continent of Africa. 

13. CONCLUSION  

As per the title, pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on Vedic-period-earth constitutes a function of Pans-domain &OMLAR-

codomain. As per the hypothesis, when pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on Vedic-period-earth is a case-study-function of 

PANs being the domain to the OMLAR codomain, the reverse is also true such that the OMLAR can be the domain to the PANs-codomain and both do 

substantiate that the PANs and the OMLAR are two sides of the same coin SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle). This is surely felt easy and accurate taking 

into consideration the Pantheism-India’s-context of Lord Ganesha as aforementioned.   
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